In today’s global marketplace; where production foci lose ground with unpredictable market changes reacting to a slowing of international demand, as recently seen in China and other fast tracked developing markets of the past half-decade; efficiency has once again reared its head. The cyclic nemesis of manager’s court record production, dormant but alert and alive in the sights of proactive equipment managers, has broken forth advocating predictive maintenance management and consumable control as the spearhead of continued successful resource development. The new aging adage of “care for the asset, production will come” becomes the rekindled anthem as industry remembers that “roads make loads” and “without tires no haulage is done”. Once again the notion of research and development seems the right thing to do. The question then is are we ready to take up the call, the challenge, the mantle to tackle head on the operational issues that until the dollar drops are but shadows of concern. How long before market success outshines the need to concern and we are once again banished to the realms of memory – “something that might have been useful”.

We are reminded of the recurring lack of tires, the need to keep rocks off the road, the heat and speed down, the cost, oh the cost! In all of these, where longevity and safety have been the drivers, another appears with perhaps far greater consequences. On the heels of global warming and a 1st cousin to the same, fuel usage and emissions announces itself to the world as a next generation legislative target and control. Surprising or not it seems that this young upstart of a driver also has relations, many of whom are logical but need verification. This is the new direction of operational R&D to make the case for improved running surfaces. Who would have thought that rolling resistance impacted fuel burn and emissions?

The Northern Canada oil sands mining industry sports running surfaces that behaves very differently under the footprint of ultra class impacted fuel burn and emissions? It should not be surprising that with increased fuel usage there is greater than 15% is encountered the emissions are still very low. Although the CO₂ emissions are not quantified here, it is known that they are proportionate to the rate of CO release and as such become something of a predictable quantity. What is surprising, or at least for ourselves in this first pass evaluation was the parallel nature of the PM controls as with other industry sectors such as coal fired power generation are actually very good and even when a total resistance other with increasing total resistance.

For example if a 400 ton hauler is consistently operating on an 8% ramp with 7% rolling resistance, then this corresponds to a fuel use of 3000 litres per 12 hour shift, 1050 g/hr NOₓ and HC emissions and 1800 g/hr CO ((f(CO₂)) emissions. If the surface cap rolling resistance on the corresponding increase in emissions; or that an increase in rolling resistance has the same effect on both. Today’s Particulate Matter (PM) controls as with other industry sectors such as coal fired power generation are actually very good and even when a total resistance greater than 15% is encountered the emissions are still very low. Although the CO₂ emissions are not quantified here, it is known that they are proportionate to the rate of CO release and as such become something of a predictable quantity. What is surprising, or at least for ourselves in this first pass evaluation was the parallel nature of the NOₓ and unburnt fuel (HC) emissions, which seemingly matched each other with increasing total resistance.

Figure 1: Fuel Usage as a function of total resistance.

Figure 2: Emission as a function of total resistance.
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A ramp road is decreased to 5% (a savings of 2%), this corresponds to a decrease in fuel usage of 600 litres per shift and a decrease in emissions of 200 g/hr NO\textsubscript{x} and HC and 350 g/hr CO. In direct fuel costs this approximates to $350/shift/hauler. For a fleet of 40 haulers, this is $14k per shift or approaching $7.5M per year; and we have not even talked about the impact on maintenance or frequency of haul road grading requirements.

The truth is this: Rolling resistance control provides a low hanging fruit grasp on emissions and fuel usage which in turn endorse that “roads do make loads”. 